The elasticity, dynamic properties, and superconductivity of α, ω, and β Zr are investigated by using first-principles methods. Our calculated elastic constants, elastic moduli, and Debye temperatures of α and ω phases are in excellent agreement with experiments. Electron-phonon coupling constant λ and electronic density of states at the Fermi level N (E F ) are found to increase with pressure for these two hexagonal structures. For cubic β phase, the critical pressure for mechanical stability is predicted to be 3.13 GPa and at P =4 GPa the low elastic modulus (E=31.97 GPa) can be obtained. Besides, the critical pressure for dynamic stability of β phase is achieved by phonon dispersion calculations to be ∼26 GPa. Over this pressure, λ and N (E F ) of β phase decrease upon further compression. Our calculations show that the large value of superconducting transition temperature T c at 30 GPa for β Zr is mainly due to the TA1 soft mode. Under further compression, the soft vibrational mode will gradually fade away.
more open hexagonal structure of ω phase with space group P6/mmm (No. 191). And under further high pressure of 30-35 GPa, the ω→β phase transition has been observed [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The Young's moduli of both α and ω phases at ambient condition are largely bigger than that of a human bone (about 30 GPa). So the condition of low elastic modulus cannot be satisfied for these two phases. As for β phase, it cannot be exploited because the reverse phase transformations take place upon unloading. So it seems that we should not consider metal Zr as candidate biomaterial. But, fortunately recent experiment has successfully stabilized the β Zr at room temperature using compression stresses higher than 3 GPa plus the controlled application of shear [3] . This makes stabilizing the high temperature or pressure phases of Zr at ambient conditions reality. Therefore, the study of the elastic modulus for β Zr at low pressure is valuable.
As another key objective of our work, we calculate the superconducting transition temperature T c for metal Zr. Although the T c of Zr has been observed in experiments [9] , to date no theoretical work is found in the literature. Our calculations will show that the increase (decrease) in T c with pressure can be understood in terms of the enhancement (reduction) of the electronic density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level and the corresponding behaviors of electron-phonon coupling constant. In present study, the dynamic stability of β Zr is tested carefully by performing phonon dispersion calculations. The β→ω and β→α transitions are discussed in detail. The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In Sec. II the computational methods are described. In Sec. III we present and discuss our results. In Sec. IV we summarize the conclusions of this work.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Computational details
The first-principles density functional theory (DFT) calculations on the basis of the frozen-core projected augmented wave (PAW) method of Blöchl [12] are performed within the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [13] , where the Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) [14] form of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) is employed to describe electron exchange and correlation. For the plane-wave set, a cutoff energy of 500 eV is used. The Γ-centered k point-meshes in the full wedge of the Brillouin zone (BZ) are sampled by 18×18×16, 16×16×18, and 18×18×18 grids according to the Monkhorst-Pack (MP) [15] for α (two-atom cell), ω (three-atom cell), and β (two-atom cell) Zr, respectively, and all atoms are fully relaxed until the Hellmann-Feynman forces become less than 0.001 eV/Å. The Zr 4d 3 5s 1 orbitals are explicitly included as valence electrons. The pseudopotential plane-wave method within the PBE-GGA through the QUANTUM-ESPRESSO package [16] Ry for all three phases of Zr and 12×12×8, 8×8×12, and 16×16×16 MP grids of k -point meshes for α, ω, and β Zr, respectively. Phonon frequencies are calculated based on the density functional linear-response method [17, 18] . In the interpolation of the force constants for the phonon dispersion curve calculations, 6×6×4, 4×4×6, and 8×8×8 q-point meshes and denser 24×24×16, 16×16×24, and 32×32×32 k -point meshes in the first BZ are used for α, ω, and β phases of Zr, respectively.
B. Mechanical properties
To avoid the Pulay stress problem, the geometry optimization at each volume is performed at fixed volume rather than constant pressure. The theoretical equilibrium volume, bulk modulus B, and pressure derivative of the bulk modulus B ′ are obtained by fitting the energy-volume data in the third-order Birch-Murnaghan equation of state (EOS) [19] .
Elastic constants for cubic symmetry (C 11 , C 12 , and C 44 ) and hexagonal structure (C 11 , C 12 , C 13 , C 33 , and C 44 ) are calculated by applying stress tensors with various small strains onto the equilibrium structures. The strain amplitude δ is varied in steps of 0.006 from δ=−0.036 to 0.036. After obtaining elastic constants, the polycrystalline bulk modulus B and shear modulus G are calculated from the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) approximations [20] .
The Young's modulus E and Poisson's ratio υ are calculated through E = 9BG/(3B + G) and υ = (3B − 2G)/[2(3B + G)]. In calculation of the Debye temperature (θ D ), we use the
where h and k B are Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively, n is the number of atoms in the molecule, Ω is molecular volume, and υ m is the average sound wave velocity. The average wave velocity in the polycrystalline materials is approximately given as
where υ t = G/ρ (ρ is the density) and υ l = (3B + 4G)/3ρ are the transverse and longitudinal elastic wave velocity of the polycrystalline materials, respectively.
C. Superconduntivity
The superconducting transition temperature T c is evaluated by using the Allen-Dynes modified McMillan equation [21, 22] 
where
is the logarithmic average frequency,
is the electron-phonon coupling constant, and µ * is the Coulomb pseudopotential. The
Eliashberg electron-phonon spectral function α 2 F (ω) is written as
where N(E F ) is the electronic density of state (DOS) at the Fermi level. 
III. RESULTS
At 0 K, the Gibbs free energy is equal to the enthalpy H. After calculation, we can plot in Fig. 1 the relative enthalpies of the α and the ω phases with respect to the β phase as functions of pressure. The crossing between the α and ω enthalpy curves readily gives phase transition pressure of −3.7 GPa, which indicates that at ambient pressure the ω phase is more stable than the α phase. This fact is in disagreement with experiment, but coincides well with recent DFT-PBE [23] and FP-LAPW [24] calculations. The disagreement between theory and experiment mainly originates from temperature effect. Actually, previous DFT-PBE [23] study clearly shows that the transition of α→ω occurs at 1.7 GPa at T =300 K.
As for the ω→β transition, a pressure of 32.4 GPa is obtained. This value falls exactly in the pressure range of 30−35 GPa measured by experiments [6, [8] [9] [10] [11] and also fairly accords with other calculations [23, 24] .
In Table I , we report our calculated lattice parameters, bulk modulus, pressure derivative of the bulk modulus, and elastic constants of α, ω, and β Zr at different pressures. For comparison, the experimental values [2, 7, [25] [26] [27] and other theoretical results [1, 28, 29] are also listed. Obviously, our calculated results accord well with experiments and other calculations for α and ω phases. However, for β Zr the difference of lattice parameter and bulk modulus between our calculation and the experiment from Zhao et al. [7] is evident.
This is due to the fact that the experiment is conducted at T =973 K, while our calculation is valid only at 0 K. Similar temperature effect for β Zr is also found in studying the compression behaviour. As shown in Fig. 2 , although good consistence with the experiment [10] at high pressure domain is clear, the values of the atomic volumes are smaller than that by experiment at T =973 K. Nevertheless, the compression performance of β Zr is wholly consistent with experiments. From Table I, one can find that the difference of elastic constants at zero pressure between calculation and experiment is evident. This also can be attributed to the temperature effect. In fact, the good accordance of the lattice parameter and elastic constants of β Zr at 0 GPa between our calculation and previous DFT-PBE [1] study supplies the safeguard for our study of structure, mechanical, and electronic properties of β Zr. Additionally, the mechanical stability of α and ω Zr at 0 GPa and at some typical finite pressures can be predicted from the elastic constants data. But the elastic constants of β Zr at 0 GPa illustrate that the cubic phase is mechanically unstable, which is in good agreement with the results by Ahuja et al. [29] and Ikehata et al. [1] . Actually, the mechanical stability of β Zr can be obtained through applying external pressure and our data show that along with the increase of pressure from 0 GPa to 60 GPa, the value of C 11 − C 12 increases almost linearly from −5.7 GPa to 157 GPa. Fitting the curve (not shown) of the pressure behaviour of C 11 − C 12 by first-order polynomial function, we find that the value of C 11 − C 12 becomes positive at P ≥3.13 GPa. In fact, at P =4 GPa our first-principles calculated C 11 , C 12 , and C 44 equal to 101.8, 98.2, and 28.7 GPa, respectively, which explicitly indicate the elastic stability of bcc Zr under this pressure.
After obtaining elastic constants, the elastic moduli, Poisson's ratio (υ), transverse sound velocities (υ t ), longitudinal sound velocities (υ l ), average sound velocities (υ m ), and Debye temperature of α, ω, and β Zr at different pressures are calculated and tabulated in Table II .
The experimental values [26, 30] are also collected in Table II for coincidence between our calculation and experiment for α and ω phases can be seen. For β phase, the bulk modulus B, shear modulus G, Young's modulus E, and Debye temperature all linearly increase with pressure. The Young's modulus E at P =4 GPa (just over the critical pressure 3.13 GPa for the elastic stability of β Zr) is calculated to equal to 31.97
GPa, which is very near the Young's modulus value (∼30 GPa) of a human bone. Thus, we successfully indicate the importance of stabilizing the high temperature or pressure phase of Zr at ambient conditions. In Table II , we also list the results of β phase calculated using present scheme with elastic and lattice constants at T =915
• C from Ref. [26] . The derived Debye temperature is slightly higher than that given in Ref. [26] .
Phonon dispersion results for β Zr at selected pressures are shown in Fig. 3 . Like the β phase of Ti and Hf [31, 32] , the high pressure β phase of Zr is also dynamically unstable at low pressure [ Fig. 3(a) ]. Our phonon dispersion calculations at high pressure illustrate that the β Zr becomes dynamically stable at around 26 GPa. In fact, no imaginary frequencies are observed at 26-60 GPa pressure domain as clearly indicated in Fig. 3(b) .
Therefore, although recent experiment by Pérez-Prado and Zhilyaev [3] has successfully stabilized the high pressure/temperature phase of Zr at ambient condition, our phonon dispersion calculations illustrate that the β phase is dynamically unstable in pressure domain of 0-25 GPa at 0 K. This fact confirms that the temperature effect on the phase stability is also critical for the experimentally observed [3] β phase at ambient condition. Besides, the dynamical stability test at 26-60 GPa supplies the safeguard for our following study of the superconductivity of β Zr at high pressure. As shown in Fig. 3(a) , our phonon dispersion results indicate soft modes for the longitudinal L [111] and transverse T 1 2
[110] phonons. As indicated by experiment [26] , the L 2 3
[111] unstable phonon branch is responsible for the β→ω transition and the T 1 2
[110] implies the β→α transition. In Fig. 4 , we show the paths of β→ω and β→α transitions. As shown in Fig. 4(a) For high pressure phase of Zr, it has evident predominance for high-temperature superconductivity. The EPC calculations have been performed to explore the superconductivity.
The Eliashberg phonon spectral function α 2 F (ω) and phonon DOS at 26, 30, and 60 GPa for β Zr are shown in Fig. 3(b) . Logarithmic average phonon frequency ω log and the EPC strength λ of α, ω, and β Zr at different pressures are listed in Table III From Fig. 5 , one can see that the experimental T c changes in almost the same way as that of the N(E F ). So, it seems that relative larger value of the N(E F ) for β Zr at 26 GPa may predict larger T c for superconductivity. However, N(E F ) is less directly important than ω log and λ for T c .
From Table III , one can see that the calculated λ for α and ω phases increases with pressure while ω log does not show any clear dependence on pressure. As a result, the increasing behavior of T c upon compression is mainly due to the increase of λ. For β Zr, ω log and λ have an almost opposite evolution with pressure. However, the changing rate for ω log and λ is different. The increasing rate of ω log is clearly larger than the decreasing rate of λ in pressure range of 26 to 30 GPa. After being compressed over 30 GPa, the decreasing rate of λ exceeds the increasing rate of ω log . So the main affection to the pressure performance of T c comes from the increase of ω log in pressure domain 26-30 GPa, while in 30-60 GPa is from the decrease of λ. Therefore, the relatively small value of T c at 26 GPa for β Zr is understandable. Furthermore, the lowest transverse-acoustics (TA1) soft mode for bcc β Zr in pressure range of 26-30 GPa is evident [ Fig. 3(b) ] and can lead a significant electronphonon contribution. Therefore, as indicated in Table III , the EPC constant λ at 26-30 GPa is predominantly larger than that of both α and ω phases. And, along with increasing the pressure, soft vibrational mode for β Zr gradually fade away, resulting in the decrease of λ and T c . Thus, the decrease of λ and T c for β Zr under pressure mainly originates from the fading of soft vibrational modes induced by increasing pressure.
IV. CONCLUSION
In summary, the elasticity, dynamic properties, and superconductivity of Zr under pressure up to 60 GPa have been studied by means of the first-principles DFT-PBE method.
Our results have shown that the structural parameters, elastic constants, elastic moduli, 
